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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we investigate the problem of processing generalized k-nearest neighbor
(GkNN) queries, which involve both spatial and non-spatial specifications for data objects,
in a wireless broadcasting system. We present a method for processing GkNN queries on
the broadcast stream. In particular, we propose a novel R-tree variant index structure,
called the bit-vector R-tree (bR-tree), which stores additional bit-vector information to
describe non-spatial attribute values of the data objects. In addition, each node in the
bR-tree stores only one pointer to its children, which makes the bR-tree compact. We gen-
erate the broadcast stream by multiplexing the bR-tree and the data objects in the broad-
casting channel. The corresponding search algorithm for the broadcast stream is also
described. Through a series of comprehensive simulation experiments, we prove the effi-
ciency of the proposed method with regard to energy consumption, latency, and memory
requirement, which are the major performance concerns in a wireless broadcasting system.
Furthermore, we test the practicality of the proposed method in a real prototype system.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

With technological advances in wireless networks and the development of navigation systems such as GPS, location-
based services (LBSs) have emerged as potential applications in mobile computing environments [5,12,13,19,23,
25,27,40,41]. Mobile users equipped with hand-held devices (e.g., smart phones, PDAs, and laptops) can now access a variety
of valuable information from anywhere and at any time. Although most current LBSs heavily rely on a point-to-point com-
munication method, they might suffer from drastic performance degradation due to the overwhelming server workload and
communication contention when the population of users becomes extremely large.

Wireless broadcasting can be an attractive complementary communication method for provisioning LBSs [13,19,23,25,
40,41]. In a wireless broadcasting system, the server periodically broadcasts data objects through a wireless broadcasting
channel. When clients1 receive queries from users, they independently tune into the channel and process the queries by con-
tinuously scanning the broadcast stream. In this way, the server pushes the query processing task entirely to the client side;
thus, the server load is independent of the user population. In addition, the broadcasting channel can be simultaneously ac-
cessed by any number of clients; hence, communication contention among the clients is avoided.

Energy-efficiency is one of the most important considerations in a wireless broadcasting system owing to a client’s limited
battery power. Continuous scanning a broadcast stream causes a client to quickly consume its energy; hence, air indexing
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strategies are widely adopted to address this problem [7–10,13,16,18,19,23,25,37,38,40–42]. The basic idea is to include the
index information about the data objects in the broadcast stream so that a client is able to predict the appearance times of
the required data objects in the broadcast stream. Consequently, a client can reduce its energy consumption by selectively
scanning only the necessary portions of the broadcast stream. However, air indexing strategies might unnecessarily lengthen
the broadcast stream owing to the additional index information, thereby resulting in greater user-perceived latency. The lar-
ger the index size, the greater is the latency; therefore, it is important to keep the index size as small as possible.

The main function of LBSs is to process location-based queries such as range queries and k-nearest neighbor (kNN) queries. A
range query is a request for all the data objects located within a certain distance from a user’s location. On the other hand, a
kNN query is a request for the k closest data objects from a user’s location. However, such conventional location based que-
ries consider only the spatial distance between the data objects and users’ location. Consequently, they may be insufficient for
supporting complex real-life LBSs, which usually consider both the spatial and the non-spatial attributes of data objects in
order to reflect users’ personalized preferences.

In this paper, we introduce a generalized version of location-based queries, called the generalized k-nearest neighbor
(GkNN) query. Assume a set of data objects D, with each data object being associated with both spatial attributes (i.e., 2-
dimensional coordinates) and a set of non-spatial attributes. Then, the GkNN query q, issued by a mobile user over D, spec-
ifies the user’s location and target values on the non-spatial attributes of interest. The result of q is a set of the k closest data
objects in D, where the degree of closeness between each data object and q is determined according to not only the spatial
distance from the user’s location but also the non-spatial distance from the user-specified target values. Example 1 illustrates
a motivational example of the GkNN query.

Example 1. Consider a server that periodically broadcasts the dataset of local restaurants R ¼ fr1; . . . ; r8g shown in Fig. 1,
where the locations of the restaurants are shown with their average meal prices. Suppose that a client has received the GkNN
query q from a user, say Smith, at location q.p = (10,8), e.g., ‘‘Find a nearby restaurant (k = 1) whose average meal price is
around $10.’’ If both the location and the average meal price of a restaurant are equally important to Smith, the client tunes
into the broadcast channel to process q, and it retrieves the restaurant r3, which is the best match for Smith’s specifications.
However, note that because a traditional kNN query supported by current LBSs takes only spatial attributes as the input, the
client retrieves the spatially closest restaurant r7 whose average meal price might be beyond Smith’s budget.

In this paper, we address the problem of processing GkNN queries in a wireless broadcasting system. A straightforward
approach is to construct a high-dimensional index structure and to include it in the broadcast stream so that clients can
selectively scan the broadcast stream. Unfortunately, in a wireless broadcasting system, most high-dimensional index struc-
tures suffer from considerable performance degradation as the number of dimensions increases. This is mainly due to the
fact that the basic unit of the broadcast stream typically has a small capacity, resulting in a smaller node fan-out. Conse-
quently, the average height of the index structures increases, and excessive overlap between index nodes occurs. With this
problem in mind, we propose a method that supports efficient processing of GkNN queries on the broadcast stream. The
main contributions of our study are summarized as follows:

� We investigate, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, the problem of processing a generalized version of kNN
queries, namely, GkNN queries, which involve both spatial and non-spatial specifications for data objects, in a wireless
broadcasting system.
� We present a novel index structure called the bit-vector R-tree (bR-tree). The bR-tree is a two-dimensional index structure

constructed on the basis of the spatial attributes of data objects; it stores additional bit-vector information to describe the
non-spatial attributes. Furthermore, each node in the bR-tree stores only one pointer to its children in order to reduce the
size of the bR-tree. This is achieved by placing the children of each node contiguously in the broadcast stream and by let-
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ting each node have the link to the first child. The remaining children can be accessed through implicit pointers. We gen-
erate the broadcast stream by multiplexing the bR-tree and the data objects in the broadcasting channel.
– We choose to enhance the R-tree [14] because it is recognized as one of the most useful multi-dimensional index

structures in academic research and commercial database management systems (DBMSs) such as Oracle [20,21].
� We propose a search algorithm for our index structure. To prune the search space efficiently, we introduce two distance

metrics, gmindist and gmaxdist, defined between a GkNN query and a non-leaf node of the bR-tree.
� By conducting comprehensive simulation experiments, we verify the efficiency of the proposed method with regard to

energy consumption, latency, and memory requirement. In addition, we test the practicality of the proposed method
in a real prototype system for the wireless information delivery [10].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related studies are reviewed, and in Section 3, the prob-
lem is formally defined. In Section 4, details of the proposed method are provided, and in Section 5, the performance eval-
uation results are presented. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

2.1. Wireless broadcasting and air indexing

In mobile computing environments, wireless broadcasting has been widely adopted for delivering information to a large
number of users [1,7–10,13,16,18,19,23,25,26,37,38,40–42]. In a wireless broadcasting system, the server periodically broad-
casts data objects through the wireless broadcasting channel in a pre-scheduled sequential order. When each client receives a
query from a user, it tunes into the channel and processes the query on the broadcast stream. Two performance metrics are
commonly employed in a wireless broadcasting system: access time and tuning time [18]. The former is the duration from the
moment a client receives a query from a user to the moment the query is satisfied. The latter is the duration for which the
client remains in full operational mode, called active mode; it is proportional to the energy consumed by the client. In other
words, access time reflects the user-perceived latency, whereas tuning time is a measure of the energy consumed by the client.

Air indexing strategies [7–10,13,16,18,19,23,25,37,38,40–42] are commonly adopted for reducing the tuning time at the
expense of increasing access time. The basic idea is to use an index for the appearance time of each data object in the broad-
cast stream so that a client is able to stay in the energy-saving mode, referred to as doze mode, until the required data objects
appear in the broadcast stream. The canonical data access protocol over the broadcasting channel is defined as follows:

� Initial probe: The client tunes into the broadcasting channel to determine when the index appears in the broadcast
stream. Then, it switches into doze mode and waits for the index. This duration is called probe wait.
� Index search and data access: The client tunes into the channel again when the index appears in the broadcast stream.

While traversing the index, the client determines when the data objects qualifying the given query appear in the broad-
cast stream, and it selectively accesses them by switching between active mode and doze mode. This duration is referred
to as bcast wait.

Access time is the sum of probe wait and bcast wait, and air indexing strategies strive to reduce tuning time while min-
imizing the increase in access time. Imielinski et al. [18] introduced two tree-based air indexing strategies to reduce access
time: (1,m) indexing and distributed indexing. In (1,m) indexing, the entire index is replicated m times and included in every
1
m fraction of the broadcast stream in order to reduce probe wait. However, repetition of the entire index significantly length-
ens the broadcast stream, resulting in a large bcast wait. Distributed indexing overcomes this problem by partially replicat-
ing the index. It has been shown that distributed indexing significantly outperforms (1,m) indexing in terms of access time,
while maintaining a similar performance in terms of tuning time [18]. Therefore, we adopt distributed indexing for replicat-
ing the bR-tree. Note that access time overhead is also incurred because of the size of the index; hence, it is critical to keep
the index size small.

The bucket is the basic unit of wireless broadcasting, and the broadcast stream consists of index buckets and data buckets.
Index buckets hold index information, whereas data buckets hold data. We assume that each bucket has the same capacity,
irrespective of its type (i.e., index bucket or data bucket). In order to make all buckets self-identifying, each bucket contains
the following header information: bucket id, bucket type, upcoming appearance time of the next index bucket in the broadcast
stream, and start time of the next broadcast stream. Note that the bucket id is determined by the offset of the corresponding
bucket from the start time of the current broadcast stream. In the remainder of this paper, we use the number of buckets to
measure access time and tuning time. The number of buckets can be translated into time values without loss of generality
because all buckets are assumed to have the same capacity and the bandwidth of the broadcasting channel is fixed.

2.2. Location-based query processing

Following Guttman’s research [14], the R-tree has been extensively used to access multi-dimensional data (e.g., spatial
data), and many R-tree variant index structures have been proposed [2,11,17,22,24,29,32,33,35]. Fig. 2 shows the R-tree that
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indexes the dataset in Fig. 1, assuming a capacity of 2 entries per node. According to their spatial closeness, restaurants
r1, . . . ,r8 are clustered into leaf nodes N3, . . . ,N6, each of which is represented as a minimum bounding rectangle (mbr). Then,
the leaf nodes are recursively grouped into non-leaf nodes N1 and N2, which become the entries of the root. The R-tree nat-
urally suits a range query. Starting from the root, the query is processed by visiting the nodes whose mbrs intersect with the
given query region.

Several search algorithms have been proposed for processing a kNN query on the R-tree [6,15,31]. Most of them follow a
branch-and-bound approach by utilizing the following distance metrics to prune the search space: mindist, minmaxdist, and
maxdist. Given a query point q.p and a non-leaf node N, mindist(q.p,N.mbr) indicates the minimum possible distance between
q.p and any data object inside N.mbr. On the other hand, minmaxdist(q.p,N.mbr) guarantees that there is at least one data
object inside N.mbr, whose distance from q.p does not exceed this distance. Finally, maxdist(q.p,N.mbr) indicates the maxi-
mum possible distance between q.p and any data object inside N.mbr. An example of these distances is shown in Fig. 2.

The best-first algorithm [15,30] is the most efficient algorithm for processing k-NN queries; it dynamically determines the
traversal order of the R-tree. This is achieved by maintaining a priority queue of candidate entries, sorted in the ascending
order of their mindist. However, the performance of the best-first algorithm may deteriorate significantly in terms of access
time in a wireless broadcasting system. The broadcast stream periodically flows in a pre-scheduled sequential order, and
each R-tree node is only available when it appears in the broadcast stream. Whenever the dynamic traversal order of the
best-first algorithm differs from the appearance order of the R-tree nodes in the broadcast stream, access time is significantly
increased.

For example, suppose that the R-tree appears only once in each version of the broadcast stream (i.e., (1,1) indexing is ap-
plied), as shown in Fig. 3. When the best-first algorithm tries to visit N1 after visiting N2, it has to wait for the next broadcast
stream because N1 has already been broadcast. By taking the sequential property of the broadcast stream into account, the
appearance-first algorithm [13,19,25,40] has been considered for improving the access time performance. The appearance-
first algorithm sequentially visits the R-tree nodes according to their order of appearance in the broadcast stream, while fil-
tering out the unqualified nodes according to the mindist-, minmaxdist-, and/or maxdist-based heuristics.

3. Problem definition and motivation

In this paper, we address the problem of processing GkNN queries in a wireless broadcasting system. Let D ¼
fd1; d2; . . . ; djDjg be a set of data objects to be broadcast, each of which is associated with spatial attributes p = (x,y) and a
set of non-spatial attributes a = {a1,a2, . . . ,an}. A data object d 2 D is represented as (d.p,d.a), where d.p = (d.x,d.y) denotes
the values of its spatial attributes and d.a = {d.a1,d.a2, . . . ,d.an} denotes the values of its non-spatial attributes. A GkNN query
q, issued by a mobile user over D, is represented as (q.p,q.v,k). Here, q.p = (q.x,q.y) denotes the user’s location, q.v = {q.v1,
q.v2, . . . ,q.vm} denotes a set of the target values that the user specifies on a subset of non-spatial attributes
f�a1; �a2; . . . ; �amg# a, and k is an integer value indicating the desired number of data objects.
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The GkNN query q aims to retrieve the k closest data objects in D, where the degree of closeness between each data object
d and q is determined according to the generalized distance, which is the sum of two individual distances: spatial distance to
the user’s location and non-spatial distance to the user-specified target values. Specifically, given a GkNN query q and a data
object d, the generalized distance gdist between q and d is defined as

gdistðq;dÞ ¼ distðq:p;d:pÞ þ distðq:v ;d:aÞ; ð1Þ

where distðq:p; d:pÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðq:x� d:xÞ2 þ ðq:y� d:yÞ2

q
is the spatial distance and distðq:v ; d:aÞ ¼ distðq:v1; d:�a1Þ þ distðq:v2;

d:�a2Þ þ � � � þ distðq:vm; d:�amÞ is the non-spatial distance from q to d. We assume that all the non-spatial attributes are numer-
ical (either continuous or ordered) and have the same scale; therefore, dist(q.v,d.a) is simply calculated as jq.v1 �
d.á1j + jq.v2 � d.á2j + � � � + jq.vm � d.ámj. Although we assign equal weights to dist (q.p,d.p) and dist(q.v,d.a) in our definition
of gdist(q,d), they might be associated with different weights. For example, gdist(q,d) = a � dist(q.p,d.p) + (1 � a) � dist(q.v,d.a),
d) = a � dist(q.p,d.p) + (1 � a) � dist(q.v,d.a), where a 2 [0,1], is the weighting parameter indicating the relative importance be-
tween dist(q.p,d.p) and dist(q.v,d.a).

Definition 1. GkNN query: A GkNN query q issued over D returns the subset GkNNðqÞ#D, which contains k data objects
from D, and for which the condition

8d 2 GkNNðqÞ;8�d 2 D� GkNNðqÞ : gdistðq;dÞ < gdistðq; �dÞ ð2Þ

holds, where ties for the kth data object d 2 GkNN (q) are broken arbitrarily.
An intuitive approach for supporting GkNN queries in a wireless broadcasting system is to construct a high-dimensional

index structure such as the high-dimensional R-tree, and to include it in the broadcast stream so that a client performs the
search process by selectively scanning the broadcast stream. However, such a method suffers from considerable performance
degradation because the broadcast R-Tree typically fails to handle a dataset with high dimensionality.

This is mainly due to the fact that a dimensionality increase results in a much smaller fan-out of the broadcast R-tree than
that of the disk-resident R-tree because the capacity of a bucket is much smaller than that of a disk block. This causes height
growth of the broadcast R-tree and excessive overlap among non-leaf nodes (i.e., mbrs) in the broadcast R-tree. The height
growth increases the tuning time cost of the search process, which must descend to the leaf nodes to satisfy GkNN queries,
and excessive overlap among non-leaf nodes results in several unnecessary search paths that do not lead to the final results
of the GkNN queries.2 Note that because the size of the broadcast R-tree becomes fairly large, the access time cost also in-
creases. In addition, although the dataset is associated with a large number of non-spatial attributes, GkNN queries may specify
target values on an arbitrary subset of these attributes. Unfortunately, previous studies have shown that a single high-dimen-
sional R-tree built on the basis of all the spatial and non-spatial attributes is not effective in handling such queries because all
spatial and non-spatial attribute values are coarsely approximated into the hyper-mbrs of non-leaf nodes [4,28,34,36,39].

In the next section, in order to remedy the problems stated above, we propose a method that supports efficient processing
of GkNN queries in a wireless broadcasting system.

4. The proposed method

In this section, we propose a novel index structure, namely, the bR-tree, and the corresponding search algorithm for pro-
cessing GkNN queries on the broadcast stream. In the following subsections, we make some assumptions to facilitate the
problem statement. First, each data object d 2 D is associated with only one non-spatial attribute a. Consequently, a GkNN
query q is assumed to specify only one non-spatial target value v on a, and thus, dist(q.v,d.a) is calculated as jq.v � d.aj. How-
ever, our method can be naturally extended for the case of multiple non-spatial attributes, as described in Section 5. In addi-
tion, we assume that dist(q.p,d.p) and dist(q.v,d.a) are normalized to be in the range [0,1].

4.1. The Bit-vector R-tree (bR � tree)

The bR-tree is a two-dimensional R-tree constructed on the basis of spatial attributes, where additional bit-vector infor-
mation, called the node bit-vector, is associated with each non-leaf node N to describe the non-spatial attribute values of the
data objects covered by the subtree rooted at N. In addition, each non-leaf or leaf node in the bR-tree stores only one pointer
to its children (bR-tree nodes or data objects). This is achieved by contiguously placing the children of each node in the
broadcast stream and by letting each node contain the address (i.e., appearance time in the broadcast stream) of the first
child. The other children can be accessed by adding an offset to that address. More formally, each leaf node of the bR-tree
stores a single pointer to its children (i.e., data objects) and an array of child entries of the form hd.p,d.ai. On the other hand,
each non-leaf node of the bR-tree stores a single pointer to its children (i.e., bR-tree nodes) and an array of child entries of the
form hN.mbr,N.bvi, where N.mbr is defined as in the case of the conventional R-Tree, while N.bv is the node bit-vector of each
child node N.

2 The amount of overlap is known to be rather significant when the number of dimensions exceeds 4 [3].
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Definition 2 (Node bit-vector). Suppose that a non-spatial attribute value of each data object d 2 D is partitioned into K
clusters.3 We denote a set of data objects covered by the subtree rooted at N as SubN. Then, the node bit-vector N.bv, associated
with a non-leaf node N, is a K-bit vector with one bit for each cluster cið1 6 i 6 KÞ, and each bit position bið1 6 i 6 KÞ in N.bv is
set as follows:

bi ¼
1; iff 9d 2 SubN : d:a 2 cið1 6 i 6 KÞ;
0; otherwise:

�

Assuming a capacity of two entries per node, the difference between the bR-tree and the conventional R-tree is shown in
Fig. 4, and an example of the bR-tree that indexes the dataset in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 4(b), the number of bits in a
node bit-vector of the bR-tree is assumed to be 2 (i.e., K ¼ 2). On the other hand, in Fig. 5, the number of bits in a node bit-
vector is assumed to be 4 (i.e., K ¼ 4). Note that we omit the planar representation of the bR-tree in Fig. 5 because it is ex-
actly the same as that of the R-tree shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 5, the subtree rooted at N4 covers the restaurants r3 and r4, whose average meal prices, $10 and $5, are in the clus-
ters c1 and c2, respectively; thus, the node bit-vector N4.bv associated with N4 is ‘‘1100’’. An important observation here is
that each cluster can indicate a disjoint cluster interval whose boundary consists of the minimum and maximum prices in
the cluster (e.g., c1 and c2 can indicate [4,5,8,10], respectively). Accordingly, N4.bv can indicate that the price of each restau-
rant r 2 SubN4 lies within one of the cluster intervals [4,5,8,10].

Observation 1. Given a non-leaf node N of the bR-tree, let CðjCj 6 KÞ be the set of clusters whose corresponding bit positions
in N.bv are set to ‘1’. We denote the minimum and the maximum values in each cluster c 2 C as c� and c+, respectively. Then,
N.bv can indicate that "d 2 SubN,$c 2 C :c� 6 d.a 6 c+.

The use of a node bit-vector in the bR-tree is beneficial because each cluster interval can be represented by only a single
bit, resulting in a larger fan-out per non-leaf node.4 Because each bR-tree node needs to store just one pointer to refer to the
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Fig. 5. An example of the bR-tree that indexes the dataset shown in Fig. 1.

3 We used the K-means algorithm to generate clusters because of its simplicity; however, other sophisticated clustering algorithms can also be employed.
4 In the case of the dataset being associated with multiple non-spatial attributes, multiple node bit-vectors are generated accordingly.
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appearance times of its children in the broadcast stream, the bR-tree further improves performance in terms of tuning time and
access time. Given a set of data objects D, let fl and fnl be the fan-out of a leaf node and a non-leaf node, respectively, of the
bR-tree or R-tree. The bR-tree and R-tree differ in terms of (i) the size of non-spatial information stored in each non-leaf node
and (ii) the size of pointer information stored in each non-leaf or leaf node, resulting in different fan-outs fl and fnl. For example,
when assuming default parameter settings in our experiments, the bR-tree has a fan-out of fl = 6 and fnl = 6, whereas the R-tree
has a fan-out of fl = 5 and fnl = 3. The larger fan-out of the bR-tree decreases its height and resolves the problem of excessive
overlap among non-leaf nodes.

Algorithm 1. Packing algorithm for bR-tree construction

Input a set of data objects D to be broadcast
Output the bR-tree
Procedure
1: Create an empty set DB;
2: for each data object d 2 D do
3: Allocate a data bucket and fill d into the data bucket;
4: Insert the data bucket into DB;
5: end for
6: Invoke PACKðDBÞ;
End of Procedure
Function PACKðDBÞ
1: Compute the fan-out f;
2: if jDBjP f then

3: Partition DB into jDBj
f

l m
groups using STR method;

4: Create an empty set IB;
5: for each group g do
6: Allocate an index bucket;
7: Fill the pointer to g into the bucket;
8: for each element e in g do
9: Create the entry and fill the entry into the bucket;
10: end for
11: Insert the bucket into IB;
12: end for
13: Invoke PACKðIBÞ;
14: else // jDBj < f
15: Allocate a root index bucket;
16: Fill the pointer to DB into the bucket;
17: for each element in DB
18: Create the entry and fill the entry into the bucket;
19: end for
20: end if
End of Function

The bR-tree is constructed solely on the basis of the spatial attributes of data objects using the packing algorithm because
all the data objects to be broadcast are available a priori. Note that because the basic unit of wireless broadcasting is the
bucket, as mentioned in SubSection 2.1, an index bucket corresponds to a bR-tree node. In addition, a data bucket is assumed
to accommodate only one data object, and thus, each data bucket corresponds to a single data object. The packing algorithm
constructs the bR-tree by creating one level at a time from the bottom to the root.

Algorithm 1 is the packing algorithm of bR-tree construction. Initially, a set of data buckets DB is created, where the data
objects to be broadcast will be filled (Lines 1–5). Then, the algorithm invokes a function PACK, which takes DB as an input

(Line 6). After computing the fan-out f,5 PACK partitions DB into jDBj
f

l m
distinct groups, where the value of jDBj

f

l m
is the number

of index buckets to be allocated (Lines 1–3 of PACK). This partitioning is accomplished by the sort tile recursive (STR) method [24].
The entries for elements in each group are created and filled into the same index bucket, where the single pointer to each group
is also filled (Lines 5–10 of PACK). Then, PACK, which takes a set of index buckets IB as an input, is invoked (Line 11 of PACK). In this
way, PACK recursively creates a new level of the bR-tree until the root is created, where the operations for handling the node bit-
vector information are also added.

5 The fan-out f can be computed by bucket capacity�size ofheader information
size of an entry

j k
.
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Lemma 1 analyzes the time complexity of the function PACK. For the simplicity of analysis, we assume a fully packed bR-
tree (i.e., all the bR-tree nodes have the maximum number of children), and thus, jDBj ¼ fl � ðfnlÞh�1, where fl, fnl, and h denote
the fan-out of a leaf node, fan-out of a non-leaf node, and height of the resulting bR-tree, respectively.

Lemma 1. The time complexity of the function PACK is O (nlogn), where n ¼ jDBj.

Proof. The function PACK consists of two steps. First, PACK partitions the input, i.e., DB or IB, into n
fl �ðfnlÞi

groups using the STR

method, where 0 6 i 6 h � 1. This requires the input of each invocation of PACK to be sorted once along the x axis and once
along the y axis (see [24] for further details), and thus, it takes Oðn log nþ n

fl �ðfnlÞ0
log n

fl �ðfnlÞ0
þ n

fl �ðfnlÞ1
log n

fl �ðfnlÞ1
þ � � � þ

n
fl �ðfnlÞh�1 log n

fl �ðfnlÞh�1Þ ¼ Oðn log nÞ. Second, each invocation of PACK creates entries for elements in each group and fills them into

the index bucket. This incurs O fl � n
fl �ðfnlÞ0

þ fnl � n
fl �ðfnlÞ1

þ � � � þ fnl � n
fl �ðfnlÞh�1

� �
¼ OðnÞ. Therefore, the overall time complexity of PACK

is O (nlogn). h

After the bR-tree is constructed, it is sequentially arranged and interleaved with data buckets in the broadcast stream by
traversing the bR-tree in a depth-first order. Fig. 6 shows the broadcast stream generated from the bR-tree in Fig. 5. It is
important to note that when traversing the bR-tree, the children of each bR-tree node N are logically considered to be a sin-
gle sequence of buckets and placed contiguously in the broadcast stream because N stores only one explicit pointer to its
children. The pointer information stored in N is translated into the appearance time of the first bucket in the sequence
(i.e., the first child) accordingly. The remaining buckets in the sequence (i.e., the remaining children) can be accessed through
implicit pointers.

Definition 3 (Implicit pointer). Given a bR-tree node N, the implicit pointer ptri of N’s ith child in the broadcast stream is
calculated as

ptri ¼ ptr1 þ b� ði� 1Þ; ð3Þ

where ptr1 and b are the appearance time of the first child and the time necessary to broadcast a single bucket, respectively.

With respect to index replication, unlike distributed indexing [18], we only need to replicate the root with some control
information because the search process of most location-based queries (including GkNN queries) should start from the root.
In addition, for optimality, the root is replicated as many times as the number of its children [7,18].

4.2. Search algorithm for the broadcast bR-tree

The search algorithm for the broadcast bR-tree sequentially visits the bR-tree nodes in the order of their appearance in the
broadcast stream, while pruning the branches that are guaranteed to fail. Before presenting the detailed search algorithm, we
introduce two distance metrics, gmindist and gmaxdist, which are defined between a GkNN query q and a non-leaf node N of
the bR-tree.

Definition 4 (gmindist). Given a query q and a non-leaf node N of the bR-tree, let c�min ¼ min8c2Cðjq:v � c�jÞ and
cþmin ¼min8c2Cðjq:v � cþjÞ. Then, the gmindist defined between q and N is

N3N1Root

Root
N1.mbr: (1,3),(8,11)
N1.bv : 0010
N2.mbr

bv
: (9,1),16,11)

N2. : 1001

N1

N3.mbr
bv

: (3,3),(5, 7)
N3. : 0010
N4.mbr

bv
: (1,8),(8, 11)

N4. : 1100

N3

r1.p : (5,3)
r1.a : 16

N2 N4 r1 r2 r3 r4 N5 N6 r5 r6 r7 r8

Time

r1

r2.p : (3,7)
r2.a : 12

Index bucket Data bucketLogical sequence of buckets

Fig. 6. Broadcast stream generated from the bR-tree.
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gmindistðq; EÞ ¼ mindistðq:p;N:mbrÞ þmindistðq:v ;N:bvÞ; ð4Þ

where

mindistðq:v;N:bvÞ ¼
0; if 9c 2 C : c� 6 q:v 6 cþ;

min c�min; c
þ
min

� �
; otherwise:

(

Lemma 2. Given a query q and a non-leaf node N of the bR-tree, "d 2 SubN, mindist(q.p,N.mbr) 6 dist(q.p,d.p).

Proof. See Theorem 1 in [31]. h

Lemma 3. Given a query q and a non-leaf node N of the bR-tree, "d 2 SubN, mindist(q.v,N.bv) 6 dist(q.v,d.a).

Proof. We prove this lemma by contradiction. Assume that there exists some data object �d 2 SubN such that
distðq:v ; �d:aÞ < mindistðq:v ;N:bvÞ. We distinguish two cases:

1. If $c 2 C :c� 6 q.v 6 c+, mindist(q.v,N.bv) = 0, which contradicts the above assumption.
2. If 9= c 2 C : c� 6 q:v 6 cþ;mindistðq:v ;N:bvÞ ¼min c�min; c

þ
min

� �
. Then, the following inequality holds:

jq:v � �d:aj < minðc�min; c
þ
minÞ ð5Þ

By Observation 1, for some �cð2 CÞ;minðjq:v � �c�j; jq:v � �cþjÞ 6 jq:v � �d:aj. On the other hand, we know from Definition 4
that min c�min; c

þ
min

� �
6 min jq:v � �c�j; jq:v � �cþjð Þ. This generates a contradiction to inequality (5). Therefore, �d cannot

exist. h

Corollary 1. Given a query q and a non-leaf node N of the bR-tree, "d 2 SubN, gmindist(q,N) 6 gdist(q,d).

Proof. Trivially proved by Lemmas 2 and 3. h

Definition 5 (gmaxdist). Given a query q and a non-leaf node N of the bR-tree, let c�max ¼max8c2Cðjq:v � c�jÞ and
cþmax ¼max8c2Cðjq:v � cþjÞ. Then, the gmaxdist defined between q and N is

gmaxdistðq;NÞ ¼ minmaxdistðq:p;N:mbrÞ þmaxdistðq:v;N:bvÞ; ð6Þ

where maxdistðq:v;N:bvÞ ¼max c�max; c
þ
max

� �
.

Lemma 4. Given a query q and a non-leaf node N of the bR-tree, $d 2 SubN :dist(q.p,d.p) 6minmaxdist(q.p,N.mbr).

Proof. See Theorem 2 in [31]. h

Lemma 5. Given a query q and a non-leaf entry N of the bR-tree, "d 2 SubN, dist(q.v,d.a) 6maxdist(q.v,N.bv).

Proof. Assume to the contrary that there exists some data object �d 2 SubN such that maxdistðq:v ;N:bvÞ < distðq:v ; �d:aÞ. Then,
the following inequality holds:

max c�max; c
þ
max

� �
< jq:v � �d:aj ð7Þ

By Observation 1, for some �cð2 CÞ; jq:v � �d:aj 6 maxðjq:v � �c�j; jq:v � �cþj). This produces a contradiction to inequality (7) be-
cause we know from Definition 5 that maxðjq:v � �c�j; jq:v � �cþjÞ 6max c�max; c

þ
max

� �
. Hence, �d cannot exist. h

Corollary 2. Given a query q and a non-leaf node N of the bR-tree, $d 2 SubN: gdist (q,d) 6 gmaxdist (q,N).

Proof. Trivially proved by Lemmas 4 and 5. h
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Algorithm 2. Search algorithm for the broadcast bR-tree

Input a GkNN query q
Output the result of q
Procedure
1: Search_list = ;;//sorted by increasing order of appearance
2: Distance_list = ;;// sorted by increasing order of gmaxdist (or gdist), size = k
3: Perform initial probe;
4: Access Root and insert all the entries (stored in Root) into Search_list;
5: do{
6: Remove the next entry E from Search_list;
7: if the gmindist (or gdist) value of the corresponding node (or data object) is greater than candidate_dist;
8: continue;
9: else
10: if E is a non-leaf node entry
11: Access the corresponding node;
12: for each child entry Echild

13: if candidate_dist < gmindist(q,child)
14: continue;
15: else
16: Insert Echild into Search_list;
17: Update Distance_list if necessary;
18: else if E is a leaf node entry
19: Access the corresponding node;
20: for each child entry Echild

21: if candidate_score < gdist(q,child)
22: continue;
23: else
24: Insert Echild into Search_list;
25: Update Distance_list if necessary;
26: else // E is a data object entry
27: Access the corresponding data object d;
28: Include d into the candidate result;
29: }while (Search_list is empty)
30: Find out the final result among the data objects in the candidate result;
31: Return the final result;
End of Procedure

The aforementioned definitions, lemmas, and corollaries establish the foundation for pruning the search space. Specifi-
cally, given a GkNN query q and a non-leaf node N, if there currently exist at least k data objects whose gdist values are smal-
ler than the value of gmindist(q,N),N does not have to be considered because SubN cannot contain any better data object (by
Corollary 1). On the other hand, the value of gmaxdist(q,N) can enable us to conservatively estimate the gdist value of the
candidate data object among SubN because the value of gmaxdist(q,N) ensures that SubN contains at least one data object
whose gdist value is smaller than or equal to it (by Corollary 2). The details of the search algorithm are provided in Algorithm
2, where the following two data structures are used:

� Search_list :Search_list stores entries for the bR-tree nodes (or the data objects) that should be accessed. The entries stored
in Search_list are sorted according to the appearance order of their corresponding nodes (or data objects) in the broadcast
stream.
� Distance_list :Distance_list stores gmaxdist (or gdist) values of the bR-tree nodes (or data objects), and the values stored in

Distance_list are sorted in ascending order. In addition, Distance_list can store at most k values. Consequently, when a new
value is inserted into Distance_list, the current kth value is removed from Distance_list in case it has already stored k
values.

The search algorithm performs an initial probe, i.e., it tunes into the broadcast channel to find out when the next root of
the bR-tree appears in the broadcast stream (Line 3). After the initial probe, the algorithm accesses the root and inserts all its
entries into Search_list (Line 4). Then, the algorithm iteratively examines the entries stored in Search_list until it becomes
empty. Let candidate_dist be the kth value stored in Distance_list. In case there are fewer than k values in Distance_list, can-
didate_dist =1. At each iteration, the algorithm removes the top entry from Search_list and checks if the gmindist or gdist
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value of the corresponding node or data object is greater than candidate_dist (Lines 6–7). If this is the case, the algorithm
safely proceeds with the next iteration without accessing the corresponding node or data object. Otherwise, the algorithm
performs the following:

� If the entry is a non-leaf node entry: The algorithm accesses the corresponding node N (Line 11). Then, for each child entry
stored in N, the algorithm checks if candidate_dist < gmindist(q, child), where child denotes N’s child (Lines 12–13). If so, the
entry is skipped. Otherwise, it is inserted into Search_list, and the value of gmaxdist(q,child) is inserted into Distance_list in
case it is smaller than candidate_dist (Lines 16–17).
� If the entry is a leaf node entry: The algorithm accesses the corresponding node N (Line 19). Then, for each child entry

stored in N, the algorithm checks if candidate_dist < gdist(q, child) (Lines 20–21). If this is the case, the entry is skipped.
Otherwise, it is inserted into Search_list, and the value of gdist(q,child) is inserted into Distance_list if it is smaller than
candidate_dist (Lines 24–25).
� If the entry is a data object entry: The algorithm accesses the corresponding data object d and includes d in the candidate

result (Lines 27–28).

Then, the algorithm proceeds with the next iteration. When Search_list becomes empty, the algorithm finds out the final
result among the data objects in the candidate result (Lines 30–31). Now, we study the time complexity of the search algo-
rithm for the broadcast bR-tree. Assuming a fully packed bR-tree, Lemma 6 analyzes the time complexity of traversing a sub-
tree rooted at a bR-tree node N.

Lemma 6. Given a bR-tree node N, the time complexity of traversing a subtree rooted at N is O (m), where m is the number of data
objects covered by the subtree rooted at N, i.e., m = jSubNj.

Proof. The time complexity of traversing a subtree rooted at N is determined by two key operations of Search_list and Dis-
tance_list: insert and remove operations. We consider two cases:

1. If N is a non-leaf node at depth i of the bR-tree (assuming the root has depth 0): The number of descendant nodes under N
is (fnl)1 + (fnl)2 + � � � + (fnl)(h�1)�i, where fnl and h denote the fan-out of a non-leaf node and the height of the bR-tree, respec-
tively, and the number of data objects covered by the subtree rooted at N is D

ðfnlÞi
¼ m. Then, the time taken by the insert

and remove operations of Search_list and Distance_list are at most O ((fnl)1 + (fnl)2 + � � � + (fnl)(h�1)�i + m) = O (m) and con-
stant, respectively, because both lists are sorted.6

2. If N is a leaf node: There are no descendant nodes under N, and the number of data objects covered by the subtree rooted
at N is fl = m. Then, the time taken by the insert and remove operations of Search_list and Distance_list are at most O (m)
and constant, respectively.

Therefore, the overall time complexity of traversing a subtree rooted at N is O (m). h

5. Performance evaluation

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed method with that of a high-dimensional R-tree-based naı̈ve
method for processing GkNN queries on the broadcast stream. Throughout this section, we label the proposed method and
naı̈ve method as the bR-tree method and R-tree method, respectively.

5.1. Experimental setup

All the simulation experiments were conducted on a Pentium IV 3.2 GHz machine with 2 GB RAM. We used a system
model similar to that described in [41]. The system model, which consists of a server, mobile clients, and a broadcast chan-
nel, was implemented using Java. We generated 5 sets of data objects (See Table 1), where the locations of the data objects
are uniformly distributed in a square Euclidean space. In addition, the non-spatial attributes associated with the data objects
in the dataset are scaled to [0,1], and they follow a Zipf distribution with skew parameter z = 0.8.

In each experiment, we generated 1,000 queries and measured the average access time, tuning time, and memory
requirement of the bR-tree method and R-tree method in terms of the number of buckets by varying one of the parameters
listed in Table 1, where the default values of the parameters are stated in boldface. For measuring the memory requirement
of both methods, we used the maximum number of entries stored in Search_list, as in [13,25]. Each query randomly specifies
a set of target values on an arbitrary subset of the non-spatial attributes.

In constructing the broadcast stream, we employed the distributed indexing strategy. A data object was assumed to fit
into one data bucket, irrespective of the bucket capacity. We set the size of the header information of a (data or index) bucket
to 8 bytes. For a non-leaf node of the (high dimensional) R-tree, we allocated 2 bytes to the pointer per child, 32 bytes to the

6 Without loss of generality, we assume that (fnl)1 + (fnl)2 + � � � + (fnl)(h�1)�i is much smaller than m.
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spatial information (i.e., x- and y- coordinates for the lower-left and upper-right points of an mbr), and 16 bytes to the non-
spatial information (i.e., values for the non-spatial interval) per non-spatial attribute. For a leaf node of the R-tree, we allo-
cated 2 bytes to the pointer per child, 16 bytes to the spatial information, and 8 bytes to the non-spatial information per non-
spatial attribute. On the other hand, for the configuration of the bR-tree, an important parameter that affects the overall per-
formance is the size of a node bit-vector, namely, the value of K. Hence, we generated 1,000 queries and measured the aver-
age access time, tuning time, and memory requirement of the bR-tree method by varying the size of the node bit-vector
assigned to each non-spatial attribute. We set all the parameters listed in Table 1 to their default values.

Note that gmindist and gmaxdist, defined for the bR-tree, can be easily extended for considering multiple non-spatial attri-
butes. For example, let us assume that a GkNN query q specifies target values v1 and v2 on non-spatial attributes a1 and a2.
Then, the gmindist value of a non-leaf node N of the bR-tree with respect to q is calculated as mindist(q.p,N.mbr) + min-
(q.p,N.mbr) + mindist(q.v1,N.bv1) + mindist(q.v2,N.bv2). On the other hand, the gmindist value of N with respect to q is calcu-
lated as minmaxdist(q.p,N.mbr) + maxdist(q.v1,N.bv1) + maxdist(q.v2, N.bv2). As shown in Fig. 7(a), the access time gradually
increases when the size of the node bit-vector increases, owing to the enlarged size of the bR-tree, which negatively affects
the access time performance. Regarding the tuning time performance, the search algorithm for the broadcast bR-tree
achieves the best performance when the size of the node bit-vector is set to 3 bytes, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Although a smaller
size of the node bit-vector increases the fan-out of the bR-tree node, the search algorithm needs to traverse a greater number
of unnecessary search paths owing to the coarser approximation of the actual non-spatial attribute values. On the other
hand, a larger size of the node bit-vector guarantees a finer approximation of the non-spatial attribute values, but it de-
creases the fan-out of the bR-tree. It is also important to note that the memory requirement increases with the tuning time,
as shown in Fig. 7(c), because Search_list stores the entries for the bR-tree nodes or data objects that should be scanned later.

Because the bR-tree method achieves a good tradeoff between the access time performance and tuning time performance
(or memory requirement) when the size of the node bit-vector is set to 3 bytes, we employed this value in the remainder of
our experiments. Therefore, for a non-leaf node of the bR-tree, we allocated 2 bytes to the single pointer, 32 bytes to the
spatial information, and 3 bytes to the bit-vector information per non-spatial attribute. For a leaf node of the bR-tree, we
allocated 2 bytes to the single pointer, 16 bytes to the spatial information, and 8 bytes to the non-spatial information per
non-spatial attribute. Because determining the optimal size of a node bit-vector depends on multiple factors such as the dis-
tribution of non-spatial attribute values and query patterns of users of diverse interests, we plan to address this issue in a
future study.

5.2. Experimental results

In the first experiment, we studied the effect of the number of data objects on the performance of the bR-tree method and
R-tree method. As shown in Fig. 8, the access time, tuning time, and memory requirement of both methods increase with the
number of data objects. This is due to the fact that as the number of data objects increases, the size of the bR-tree and R-tree

Table 1
Parameter Settings.

Parameter Setting

# of data objects 10 K, 20 K, 30 K, 40 K, 50 K
k 1, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256
a 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1
Bucket capacity 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048 bytes
# of non-spatial attributes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

(a) Access time (b) Tuning time (c) Memory requirement

Fig. 7. Access time, tuning time, and memory requirement vs. node bit-vector size.
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also increases, and more nodes of the bR-tree/R-tree have to be accessed. However, the bR-tree method outperforms the R-
tree method in terms of access time, tuning time, and memory requirement owing to the larger fan-out of the bR-tree than
that of the R-tree. The larger fan-out of the bR-tree decreases its height and resolves the problem of excessive overlap among
non-leaf nodes. Therefore, the search algorithm for the bR-tree accesses a smaller number of bR-tree nodes. Thus, the bR-tree
method achieves better access time and tuning time performance with less memory requirement than the R-tree method. In
addition, because the size of the bR-tree is smaller than that of the R-tree, the bR-tree method further improves the access
time performance. As compared to the R-tree method, on average, the bR-tree method requires 87.6% of the access time,
77.6% of the tuning time, and 75.4% of the memory space.

Fig. 9 shows the impact of the value of k on the performance of the bR-tree method and R-tree method. We observe that as
the value of k increases, the performance of both methods deteriorates owing to the larger result size. However, the bR-tree
method outperforms the R-tree method because of the same reason mentioned in the first experiment. On average, the bR-
tree method require 87.7% of the access time, 73.5% of the tuning time, and 71.4% of the memory space, as compared to the
R-tree method.

Fig. 10(a) shows the access time performance of the bR-tree method and R-tree method as a function of a, which indicates
the relative importance between the spatial distance and non-spatial distance in a GkNN query. Because the access time per-
formance is mainly affected by the (i) size of index structures, (ii) number of data objects to be broadcast, and (iii) result size
(i.e., the value of k), the performance of both methods is practically unaffected by the value of a. However, the bR-tree meth-
od outperforms the R-tree method because the size of the bR-tree is smaller than that of the R-tree. On average, the bR-tree
method incurs 89.1% of the access time of the R-tree method.

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 10(b) and (c), the tuning time and memory requirement of both methods decrease
when the value of a increases. We observe that for higher values of a (P0.5), the bR-tree method significantly outperforms
the R-tree method because the R-tree is built on the basis of not only the spatial attributes but also all the non-spatial attri-
butes, whereas the bR-tree is built on the basis of only the spatial attributes. As compared to the R-tree method, on average,
the bR-tree method requires 61.1% of the tuning time and 62.7% of the memory space. When a P 0.5, the bR-tree method
requires only 44% of the tuning time and 47.22% of the memory space, as compared to the R-tree method.

Fig. 11 shows the performance of the bR-tree method and R-tree method with respect to the bucket capacity. The access
time, tuning time, and memory requirement of both methods decrease as the bucket capacity increases because a larger

(a) Access time (b) Tuning time (c) Memory requirement

Fig. 8. Access time, tuning time, and memory requirement vs. # of data objects.

(a) Access time (b) Tuning time (c) Memory requirement

Fig. 9. Access time, tuning time, and memory requirement vs. k.
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capacity of the bucket increases the fan-out of the bR-tree/R-tree. However, as expected, the bR-tree method outperforms
the R-tree method.

Finally, we varied the number of non-spatial attributes and evaluated the performance of the bR-tree method and R-tree
method. As shown in Fig. 12(a), the access time of both methods increases with the number of non-spatial attributes because
the increased number of non-spatial attributes increases the size of the bR-tree and R-tree. Similarly, as shown in Figs. 12(b)
and (c), the tuning time and memory requirement of both methods increase because of the smaller fan-out of the bR-tree and
R-tree. However, the bR-tree method outperforms the R-tree method because the fan-out of the bR-tree is much larger than
that of the R-tree and the R-tree coarsely approximates the non-spatial attribute values (together with the values of the spa-
tial attributes) into the hyper-mbrs of non-leaf nodes as the number of non-spatial attributes increases. As compared to the
R-tree method, on average, the bR-tree method requires 81.8% of the access time, 71.8% of the tuning time, and 70.6% of the
memory space.

(a) Access time (b) Tuning time (c) Memory requirement

Fig. 10. Access time, tuning time, and memory requirement vs. a.

(a) Access time (b) Tuning time (c) Memory requirement

Fig. 11. Access time, tuning time, and memory requirement vs. bucket capacity.

(a) Access time (b) Tuning time (c) Memory requirement

Fig. 12. Access time, tuning time, and memory requirement vs. # of non-spatial attributes.
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5.3. Empirical test on a real system

We empirically tested the practicality of the proposed method in a real system [10]. The system consists of a broadcasting
server and a mobile client. The server continuously sends UDP packets via a single WiFi (IEEE 802.11.9) channel, where the
size of a packet is 1024 bytes and the receiver address is not specified. The mobile client (Nokia N810 PDA) scans the channel
and selectively receives packets from the channel. The doze mode is enabled by the flight mode, during which all communi-
cation devices are temporarily switched off. We generated a dataset of 291 imaginary restaurants, where the locations of the
restaurants are represented by a real spatial dataset7 containing details of cultural landmarks in California. In addition, each
restaurant is associated with 4 non-spatial attributes, collected from the Zagat ratings.8 Table 2 summarizes these 4 non-spatial
attributes.

By using the dataset described above, we generated the broadcast stream, where the bR-tree/R-tree is interleaved using
the distributed indexing strategy. Each restaurant object was assumed to occupy one packet. For the bR-tree method, we
allocated 2 bytes to the set of node bit-vectors E.bv1 � E.bv4 assigned to the non-spatial attributes a1 � a4. To test the per-
formance of the proposed methods, we generated 400 queries by setting a to 0.5 and varying the value of k from 1 to 8. Then,
we measured the average access time and tuning time of the bR-tree method and R-tree method. Note that each query ran-
domly specifies its location and 4 non-spatial target values over the set of restaurants, and both the spatial distance and the
non-spatial distance to the query are scaled to be within the same range when calculating the generalized distance of each
restaurant. As shown in Fig. 13, the bR-tree method outperforms the R-tree method in terms of the access time and tuning
time.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed the problem of processing generalized k-nearest neighbor (GkNN) queries in a wireless broad-
casting system. The primary goal of GkNN queries is to find the k best data objects, determined according to the mobile user’s
specifications on the spatial and non-spatial attributes of data objects. To process GkNN queries on the broadcast stream, we
proposed the bR-tree, where each non-leaf node augments the bit-vector information generated to effectively describe the
non-spatial attribute values of the data objects in its subtree. In addition, each bR-tree node stores only one pointer to its
children, and hence compact. We also presented a search algorithm for the broadcast bR-tree. We carried out simulation
experiments and showed that the bR-tree method outperforms the conventional R-tree-based naı̈ve method, thereby vali-
dating the effectiveness of the bR-tree for processing GkNN queries on the broadcast stream.
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Fig. 13. Access and tuning times vs. k.

Table 2
Non-spatial attributes in the dataset.

Attribute Domain # of distinct values

a1: the quality of food 0 � 30 5
a2: the quality of service 0 � 30 12
a3: the quality of decor 0 � 30 17
a4: price 0 � 520 291

7 Available at http://www.rtreeportal.org.
8 Available at http://www.zagat.com.
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